GraniteWMS
Functionality
Cheat Sheet
Adding a barcode-based WMS to
your accounting solution will allow
you to deliver products accurately
with zero mistakes.
GET IT RIGHT with Granite

GraniteWMS Enhances your ERP’s Functionality
Stock
Accuracy

Manual stock counting, writing down codes and quantities and
ticking off lines to be captured later is just not accurate when
receiving, picking, or moving stock around.

GraniteWMS brings accuracy to the process. Barcode scanning with
immediate validation ensures both accuracy and speed. Label printing
immediately identifies and tracks items.

Item and
Location
Management

Enterprise level business systems are just not built with the
focus of a WMS system. Bin management and pick and pack
management are useful but limited.

GraniteWMS manages locations at any level of granularity. Simply
validate product type, size, weight, and suitability for a bin, brings bin
management to life. It is live as the work happens.

Transaction
Tracking

Managing people, productivity and KPI’s in the warehouse
requires active tracking of all inventory transactions.

GraniteWMS tracks every user, item, and transaction. From when a
person signs on, to every physical transaction they perform including
moving, picking, packing, counting and adjusting stock, all interactions
are tracked and managed.

Item
Traceability

Traceability to visible stock – boxes, pallets, or individual items
– is only possible if every item is physically scanned when
handled.

GraniteWMS tracks every physical item, box or pallet with a unique
tracking entity. Every time a transaction involves an item, it is scanned
recorded and reported against.

Batch and
Expiry
Management

Tracking batch numbers, expiry dates and serial numbers is
possible but requires manual capturing into the ERP afterwards
and is prone to inaccuracy.

GraniteWMS manages batch and expiry as well as serial numbers by
linking these to the physical tracking entity. The item box or pallet being
tracked can be checked to ensure that the oldest (i.e. FEFO or FIFO) is
scanned before it is moved or shipped.
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